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DonNTU Participates in the Inter-University Forum

On December 13-14th Belgorod State Technological University named after
V.G. Shukhov (BSTU) hosted an inter-university forum “Home-Base Universities
are Region’s Development Drivers”.
Donetsk National Technical University was one of the participants. Plenary and
round table meetings and discussion panels were organized. Representatives of the
Ministry of Education and Science of Russia, federal executive authorities, heads of
the Russian Federation subjects, development institutes, experts and key universities
were present there.
The forum platforms hosted trainings and master classes for university
administration teams. There also was a two-day youth program on design and
entrepreneurship and implementation of students’ initiatives.
The forum also summed up the project on development of the network of homebase universities and the priority project “Universities are Innovation Creation
Centers”.
Rector of DonNTU Prof. K. Marenich got note of thanks from Rector of BSTU
Prof. S.N. Glagolev for participation of our team in the forum.

Students of DonNTU Take Part in the Television Space Bridge with Students
from Italy and Greece
On the 21st of December Donetsk
hosted an international television
space bridge “Youth Diplomacy
as One of the Tools to Solve
Military Conflicts”. The initiative
was launched by Representation
Centers of the DPR in Greece and
Italy. The event was organized by
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the DPR with assistance of the
Ministry
of
Science
and
Education of the DPR. The
participants were hosted by Donetsk National University of Economics and Trade
named after M. Tugan-Baranovski.
Students from Gorlovka Institute of Foreign Languages, Donetsk National
University, Donetsk National Technical University, Donetsk National University of
Economics and Trade, Donbass Law Academy and others were among the
participants.
The Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the DPR Ms. N. Mikhailova, the
Chairperson of the National Council Committee on Foreign Policy, International
Links, Information Policy and Information Technologies Ms. E. Melnik, ViceRector of Donetsk National University of Economics and Trade Prof. A.
Ivanchenko, the Head of the Department of Foreign Relations and Foreign Policy of
the Faculty of History of Donetsk National University Prof. R. Moroz were invited
guests of the event.
Ms. N. Mikhailova emphasized the significance of the event for public
diplomacy development. She noticed: “I think diplomacy, including that of youth, is
the main tool to settle the military conflict in Donbass. Friendly links with
communities of different countries and further collaboration with them will help
peace here.”
The students communicated on-line with students of National University named
after I. Kapodistrias (Athens, Greece), Dostoyevski Institute (Greece), and Turin
State University (Italy). They discussed some topical issues of public and political
life in their countries and exchanged opinions on modern tendencies of social,
cultural, scientific, information and other fields.

Donetsk- Lima: Collaboration Is Going on
Science is boundless. It is
proved every time when
we
mention
our
collaboration with foreign
partners
which
has
withstood the test of time.
There were two space
television bridges (on
November
30th
and
December
7th
correspondingly) Donetsk
(the DPR)-Lima (Peru) between Donetsk National Technical University and its
partner- Technological University named after Simon Bolivar.
Dr A. Otina (Culturology Department of DonNTU) delivered her lecture
“Introduction
into
Russian Culture), and
Prof.
L.
Molina
(Technological
University of Lima)
delivered his lecture
“Culture of Inca and
Maya). The event took
place
at
the
International Office of
DonNTU.
Both
Skype
meetings were of great interest. Lecturers were asked many questions. The events
helped find out traditions and culture of the nations. We will go on popularizing the
ideas of the Great Russian World, developing collaboration and fulfilling the main
(cultural) mission of any university.
DonNTU’s Environmentalists Take Part in the Scientific Conference of the
Institute of Earth Science
The Institute of Earth
Science of South Federal
University (Rostov-on-Don)
hosted
the
All-Russian
Scientific
Conference
“Problems of Social and
Economic Geography and
Nature Management”. It was
organized to celebrate the

80th anniversary of the Department of Social and Economic Geography and Nature
Management.
Representatives of different universities from the Russian Federation, the
Lugansk and Donetsk People’s Republics took part in the event. There were 11
presentations made by DonNTU’s representatives at the plenary meeting.
Prof. Artamonov and Prof. Panasenko took part in the forum.
The issues of ecology, nature management, geography education were discussed
there.
Head of the Department “Finances and Economic Safety” of DonNTU is a
Participant of the IX Business Forum “Business Climate of Russia- 2017”
The city of Ulyanovsk has hosted the IX business-forum “Business Climate of
Russia 2017”. The Lenin’s Memorial was its traditional platform.
DonNTU was represented by Dr. G.A. Portnova, the Head of the Department of
“Finances and Economic Safety”.
The business program covered some events on business cooperation and
business education.
The lounge of the
Lenin’s Memorial was the
venue of the exhibition
displaying activity of the best
entrepreneurs of the region,
the
largest
investment
projects and the regional
infrastructure of business
support.
The
business-forum
organizers
showed
the
participants Ulyanovsk State Technical University (USTU), its Engineering and
Economic Faculty. They participated in the award ceremony of the students’ project
“Promising Trends in Development of Innovative Ecological Entrepreneurship in
the Ulyanovsk Region”.
Dr. Portnova met authorities and staff members of USTU and discussed a
potential collaboration with the institution.
DonNTU’s Students are Participants of the 13th International Youth Scientific
and Technical Conference in Sevastopol
On November 20th Sevastopol State University hosted the 13th International
Youth Scientific and Technical Conference “Modern Problems of Radio Electronics
and Telecommunications: RT-2017”. More than 300 participants from 20 regions
of Russia, Armenia, Belarus and Ukraine made their presentations there.
DonNTU was represented by students of the Faculty of Computer Information
Technologies and Automation K. Timoshenko and V. Ryabchenko, Dr. V. Paslen

being their supervisor. The girls’
presentations were a success. V.
Ryabchenko ranked third and was
awarded a certificate and a tablet,
and K. Timoshenko’s presentation
was recognized the best and she
also got a certificate and a
souvenir. The participants asked
the girls many questions including
those on their life and studying
under the war situation.
The conference organizers had prepared an interesting social program with
excursions around the Crimea and meetings with students of the Institute of
Electronics and Information Safety.
DonNTU hosts IX Republican Conference of Young Researchers
The Department of Nature Management of DonNTU hosted the IX Republican
Scientific Conference of Young
Researchers “Complex Usage of
Nature Resources” on December
14th. There were participants
from Bryansk State University
named after I. Petrovski,
Donbass National Academy of
Construction and Architecture,
the State Committee on Ecology
and Natural Resources under the
Head of the DPR.
The participants discussed scientific, technical and practical issues of the
technosphere safety. Students and postgraduates from the departments of “Applied
Ecology and the Environment Protection”, “Nature Management” and “International
Economics” of DonNTU made their presentations.
The proceedings of the
conference are going to be published.
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